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Chapter 28
Chapter 28 Key Concepts:
 Concerned by Communist ideology, the United States sought to contain communism through the Vietnam War.
Throughout the war, sizeable and passionate anti-war protests occurred, which sometimes escalated towards
violent protest.
 Lyndon B. Johnson’s “Great Society” included liberal ideas as a nod to FDR’s new deal programs, but also included a
focus on civil rights.
 Both Martin Luther King Jr. and President Robert Kennedy were leaders in regards to activating swift progress
towards civil rights. However with both of their assassinations and urban riots, a new wave of conservativism and a
resurgence of the Republican party was on the horizon

Key Terms
Directions: Please define/explain the following key terms and note their significance.

Page Number



Definition/Explanation







Significance

Page
Number

Term
Great Society

Medicare/Medicaid

Equal Pay Act

Work Habits Checklist:
List out the page number(s) that would help you refer back to the text
when you are studying.
Write out a definition/explanation that you could quickly refer to.
Must have 1-2 full sentences.
Above and Beyond: Box key phrases
Write 1-2 full sentences.
Must connect to the overall theme of the chapter.

Definition/Explanation

What is the Significance?

Presidential
Commission on the
Status of Women
Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution

Operation Rolling
Thunder

New Left

Counterculture

Tet Offensive

Title IX

Stonewall Inn

Silent Majority

My Lai

Détente

Warren Court

Chapter Questions
Directions: Please answer the following questions below in 3-4 FULL sentences.
Work Habits Checklist:
Length
 Must have 3-4 full sentences
Question Quality
 Thoroughly and thoughtfully answers the question
Chapter Reflection Question
What were the main
elements of Johnson’s Great
Society and how did it show a
shift from FDR’s New Deal
programs?

Response Section

How did the debates of civil
liberties, particularly with
respect to Supreme Court
decisions under Chief Justice
Earl Warren, influence
political life in the 1960s and
1970s?

In what ways was the
Vietnam War part of the Cold
War? How did the antiwar
movement represent a break
with Cold War assumptions?

To what extent did the 1960s
show a shift in the global role
of the United States?



Start your sentence
with “To a smaller
extent… “



Pivot with “To a
larger extent”
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Chapter 29
Chapter 29 Key Concepts:
 For much of the 1970’s, Americans struggled with economic problems, such as inflation, energy shortages, income
stagnation, and deindustrialization. These challenges highlighted the limits of postwar prosperity and forced
Americans to lower their economic expectations.
 Public confidence and trust in government’s ability to solve social and economic problems declined in the 1970s in
the wake of economic challenges, political scandals, and foreign policy crises.
 Feminist and LGBT activists mobilized behind claims for legal, economic, and social equality. Feminist who
participated in the counterculture of the 1960s rejected many social, economic and political values of the prior
generation.
 Environmental problems and accidents led to a growing environmental movement that aided to use legislative and
public efforts to combat pollution and protect natural resources. The Federal government established new
environmental programs and regulations.

Key Terms
Directions: Please define/explain the following key terms and note their significance.
Work Habits Checklist:
Page Number
 List out the page number(s) that would help you refer back to the text
when you are studying.
Definition/Explanation
 Write out a definition/explanation that you could quickly refer to.
 Must have 1-2 full sentences.
 Above and Beyond: Box key phrases
Significance
 Write 1-2 full sentences.
 Must connect to the overall theme of the chapter.

Page
Number

Term
Organization of
Petroleum
Exporting
Countries (OPEC)

Energy Crisis

Environmentalism

Definition/Explanation

What is the Significance?

Silent Spring

Environmental
Protection Agency
(EPA)

Three Mile Island

Stagflation

Rust Belt

Proposition 13

Watergate

War Powers Act

Affirmative Action

Bakke v. University
of California

Equal Rights
Amendment

Roe v. Wade

Chapter Questions
Directions: Please answer the following questions below in 3-4 FULL sentences.

Length
Question Quality
Chapter Reflection Question
Why did the U.S. economy
struggle in the 1970s How
was the period after 1973
different from 1945 – 1972?




Work Habits Checklist:
Must have 3-4 full sentences
Thoroughly and thoughtfully answers the question

Response Section

How was the “rights
liberalism” of this era
different from the “welfare
liberalism” of the 1930s and
1940s?

How was the American family
of the 1970s different from
that of the 1950s?

How did economic
developments in the 1970s
reverse the course of the
national economy had been
on since World War II?

